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Abstract: Burnt forest recovery is normally monitored with a time-series analysis of satellite data
because of its proficiency for large observation areas. Traditional methods, such as linear correlation
plotting, have been proven to be effective, as forest recovery naturally increases with time. However,
these methods are complicated and time consuming when increasing the number of observed
parameters. In this work, we present a random forest variable importance (RF-VIMP) scheme called
multilevel RF-VIMP to compare and assess the relationship between 36 spectral indices (parameters)
of burnt boreal forest recovery in the Great Xing’an Mountain, China. Six Landsat images were
acquired in the same month 0, 1, 4, 14, 16, and 20 years after a fire, and 39,380 fixed-location samples
were then extracted to calculate the effectiveness of the 36 parameters. Consequently, the proposed
method was applied to find correlations between the forest recovery indices. The experiment showed
that the proposed method is suitable for explaining the efficacy of those spectral indices in terms of
discrimination and trend analysis, and for showing the satellite data and forest succession dynamics
when applied in a time series. The results suggest that the tasseled cap transformation wetness,
brightness, and the shortwave infrared bands (both 1 and 2) perform better than other indices for
both classification and monitoring.

Keywords: random forest variable importance; forest fire; forest succession; spectral index; boreal
forest

1. Introduction

The Great Xing’an Forest was the world’s largest stand of evergreens [1]. The incidence and
severity of forest fire in the area is much higher than other areas in China [2]. One of the most severe
fires occurred on 6 May 1987. About of 10,000 km2 were affected, causing considerable loss of life
and property. This fire ranked first in terms of all fire-caused losses since the founding of the People’s
Republic of China [3]. However, understanding of the fire is still limited [1], because almost all studies
and official surveys on this area have been reported in the Chinese language, and the access area was
restricted due to policies and the danger of entering the forest post-fire.

Remote sensing (RS) is a technology suitable for wildfire monitoring and fire danger assessment
because it covers large areas with long-term time series. Specifically, satellite RS data offers
geo-locations and sets of values such as time, position, and spectral features that can be used to
represent objects in the scene. The monitoring of burnt forest recovery using this type of data is an
important area of research, having potential for both forest management and prevention policies in the
Great Xing’an area.
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Many studies have investigated the forest fire using spectral indices. For example, Santis and
Chuvieco [4] used many indices to compare the performance of a model inversion and empirical
fitting method to estimate burn severity in terms of composite burn index (CBI). With the objective
of fire monitoring in the Great Xing’an Forest, remote sensing indices were incorporated in many
studies. For example, Chen et al. [3] extracted burnt and healthy forest areas using optimal thresholds
of four spectral indices from Landsat images. The extraction using the enhanced vegetation index (EVI)
proved to be better than the normalized difference vegetation index (NDVI) [3]. For forest succession
in the same area, Yi et al. [5] attempted to better understand both temporal and spatial patterns of
forest succession-based exclusively on the NDVI. The NDVI was transformed into relative regrowth
index (RRI) values for burned area extraction and the stands regrowth index (SRI) for spatial pattern
and trend analyses. In contrast, Liu [6] used boosted regression tree analysis to demonstrate that the
shortwave infrared (SWIR)-based spectral index is a good indicator of post-fire vegetation recovery,
especially for the normalized difference water index 2 (NDWI2) [6,7]. Liu suggested that multiple
recovery indicators should be used to provide complementary measurements of vegetation dynamics,
and help with trend interpretation and attribution of proximate causes. However, more detailed
satellite analyses should be completed to validate the findings [5,6].

Since environmental and remotely sensed variables are unequally correlated to forest fire
classification and recovery, a nonparametric random forest feature called variable importance
(RF-VIMP) [8] was used to reduce the complexity and compare the efficiency of variables in the
literature [9,10]. Furthermore, several factors encouraged us to perform the current research: (1) the
relationships between satellite data and burnt forest recovery in the area have not yet been investigated
in-depth with respect to comparing a large number of indices; (2) a novel scheme for assessing the
forest recovery after fire event is required; (3) the application of RF-VIMP to multidate series data
has not yet been performed, particularly in forest monitoring; and (4) proving and updating previous
findings with more recent satellite data would be beneficial.

This study introduces a random forest variable importance scheme of spectral indices for burnt
forest recovery monitoring called the multilevel random forest variable importance (multilevel
RF-VIMP) system. More than 36,000 fixed-location burnt and unburnt samples of multidate Landsat
data with the same level of burn severity were extracted, and six spectral profiles and 30 spectral
indices were used as inputs for the system. The inputs were then passed through the RF-VIMP system
for three rounds at 500 iterations per round. At the end of each round, the inputs were reduced
from 36 parameters to 30, 20, and 10, based on mean decrease in accuracy (MDA). We tracked all
MDAs over all the years to determine the variation in recovery time. By using the proposed system,
the representativeness of each spectral index was clearly demonstrated. The post-fire recovery process
can be explained via the remote sensing perspective by reviewing the dynamics of those indices and
simply connecting the indices to the real environmental conditions studied in previous research.

2. Materials and Methods

2.1. Study Area and Satellite Data

The Great Xing’an Mountain is located in the northern part of Heilongjiang Province and the
Inner Mongolia Autonomous Region. It is the watershed of the west side of the Inner Mongolia Plateau
and the east side of the flat Songliao Plain, with geographic coordinates ranging from 50◦10′N to
53◦33′N in latitude and from 121◦12′E to 127◦00′E in longitude. The region has a total length of over
1200 km, is 200–300 km wide, and has an average altitude of 1200–1300 m. The region has a typical
cold temperate continental monsoon climate with long, dry, and cold winters and short, moist, and hot
summers. The annual average temperature is −2.8 ◦C, with a minimum temperature of −52.3 ◦C,
and the average annual precipitation ranges from 500 to 700 mm. This region is covered by forests of
larch, birch, aspen, and pine, with shrub cover at the highest elevations; the dominant forest type is
Larix gmelinni [3]. The coniferous forests of the north gradually transition to broad-leaved forests in the
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south and then to patches of grassland interspersed with woodland. The southern forests cover the
higher ground above 1500 m, whereas the greater part of the area is covered with tall grassland. In a
period of about one month, the wildfire covered the four forestry bureaus of Xilinji, Tuqiang, Amuer,
and Tahe. The wildfire area was about 10,000 km2, of which 6500 km2 was timber forest, causing
great loss of life and property, ranking it first among all fire-caused losses since the founding of China.
About 266 people were wounded and 211 died, with 50,000 left homeless [2].

The multi-temporal data were obtained from a series of Landsat Thematic Mapper (TM) and
Enhanced Thematic Mapper Plus (ETM+) (path 122 row 23) covering the period from 1987 to 2007:
15 June 1987 (TM), 17 June 1988 (TM), 10 June 1991 (TM), 21 June 2001 (TM), 11 June 2003 (TM),
and 14 June 2007 (ETM+). Given data availability and quality, one system-corrected image per year
was acquired to represent the phenological recovery stage. The resulting data set included 4 Landsat-5
TM and 2 Landsat-7 ETM+ pieces of data. The images were processed using the Level 1 Product
Generation System (LPGS), version 12.8.3. To ensure the images were suitable for monitoring at
different times, absolute atmospheric correction was completed for all multispectral data by using the
Fast Line-of-sight Atmospheric Analysis of Hypercubes (FLAASH) module based on the Moderate
Resolution Atmospheric Transmission Algorithm (MODTRAN).

In addition to the satellite image data, a number of auxiliary vector datasets were obtained
from our previous work, including ground survey data, human-interpreted fire perimeters for 1987
(Figure 1), and a thresholding-based fire-severity map. Unburnt samples were selected based on two
criteria: (1) they should be close to the burnt sample and (2) must be determined as growth forest
or undisturbed forest for a long time period, whereas burnt samples were acquired from within the
high-severity area. The average and range of fire severity based on dNBRI (different normalized
burn ratio index, dNBRI = NBRI prefire–NBRIpostfire) were 1.0003 and 0.6533 to 1.0301, respectively.
The NBRI’s distribution of the burnt samples at the fire year was shown in Figure 2.
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Figure 1. The perimeter of the fire area obtained from Chen et al. [3] and the sample plots distribution
on the high-severity area.

As mentioned above, we collected the training data in the areas where a high severity was
known to exist. First, we located the center of training plots in the high severity areas. Figure 3
shows the spatial autocorrelation report of the training center points using Moran’s I technique [11].
Second, we created a square buffer (10 × 10 pixels) for each center points. Then, we used all of the
pixels in the evaluation of RF-VIMP rank. This method produces highly clustered training sample
points with significantly high spatial autocorrelation. The classification of the areas near the spatially
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autocorrelated training data will result in high classification accuracy because the areas outside these
locations are not being tested [12].Remote Sens. 2018, 10, x FOR PEER REVIEW  4 of 15 
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Figure 3. The spatial autocorrelation report from the Moran’s I technique of the ArcMap 10.2.2 software.
The figure indicates that there is a high spatial autocorrelation in this study.

According to the suggestion in [12], to indicate that the positive spatial autocorrelation occurred in
this study does not affect the final results of our framework, we assessed the classification accuracy of
each spectral index regarding the recovering years using a new set of validating points. The validation
points must follow these rules: (1) far from the center of the training data plots at least 500 m and
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(2) sparse over the study area (Figure 4). Note that the points were selected based on the fire year
image, and the fire severity levels were varied. The geographic location of these points was used
for the extraction of the validating samples of the other observation years. In this sense, the training
data were randomly drawn, without replacement from the training plots, using a constant size of
6000 samples (3000 samples for each class). We reported the classification results using Kappa and
overall accuracy (OA) by the averaging accuracy of 30 iterations.Remote Sens. 2018, 10, x FOR PEER REVIEW  5 of 15 
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2.2. Methods

2.2.1. Overview

According to Figure 5, the system involves five steps. (1) The raw satellite images were corrected
using the methods explained in Section 2.1, and then the corrected data were normalized into the
range of [0, 1]. Although the random forest algorithm does not require transformed data, the rescaling
can prevent numerical problems in the calculation and visualization of the result; (2) The samples
were manually selected based on the high-severity area, as outlined in Section 2.1; (3) After evaluating
spectral indices, we examined the box plot of each spectral index to detect and remove outliers (e.g., null
data or very high and low value) caused by noise remaining in the corrected data; (4) The final samples
were set as inputs to the multilevel RF-VIMP (Section 2.2.2); (5) The results from multilevel RF-VIMP
were interpreted to examine the framework’s performance (Sections 3 and 4).
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Figure 5. The multilevel random forest variable importance (RF-VIMP) system for burnt forest
recovery monitoring.

2.2.2. Multilevel RF-VIMP System

The random forest algorithm estimates the importance of a variable by determining the amount
by which the prediction error increases when out-of-bag (oob) data for that variable are permuted,
whereas all other data items are left unchanged. The algorithm is a fully non-parametric technique
and makes no assumptions about the residuals of the model. Specifically, including every tree grown
in the forest, the oob cases are recorded, and the number of votes cast for the correct class are counted.
Then, a variable (w) in the oob case is randomly permuted, and these cases are moved down the tree.
The number of votes for the correct class in the variable-w-permuted oob data is subtracted from the
number of votes for the correct class in the remaining oob data. The importance score for w is computed
by averaging the difference in the oob error before and after the permutation for all trees. The score is
normalized by the standard deviation of these differences. The variables, which produce large values
for this score, are ranked as more important than features that produce small values [8].

Two types of importance measures exist: mean decrease in accuracy (MDA) and mean decrease
in Gini index (MDG or Gini importance). The Gini importance measures the average gain of purity by
splits of a given variable w. If the variable is useful, it tends to split mixed labeled nodes into pure
single-class nodes. Permuting a useful variable tends to result in a relatively large decrease in mean
Gini index. The MDA is the mean decrease of accuracy over all oob cross-validated predictions when w
is permuted after training. Although both MDA and Gini importance were calculated in each iteration,
the MDA was used as the main proxy in our decision process because it is more straightforward,
easier to understand, more reliable [13], and more robust when it is averaged over all predictions [14].
We used an implementation of Random Forest’s R package in MATLAB [15] for calculating the MDA
and Gini importance of each spectral index against forest recovery.

In this study, we implemented level 3 RF-VIMP (Figure 5, box 4) for 36 parameters (predictor
variables) of 39,380 burnt and unburnt (response variables) samples from 1987, 1988, 1991, 2001, 2003,
and 2007. In the first round of each year, the 36 parameters were evaluated for their delineation power
in separating the burnt forest from the healthy forest using 500 RF-VIMP iterations. The same process
was then applied to the second and third rounds, with the previous-round ranking of the top 30 and
top 20 parameters, respectively. Then, only the top 10 parameters remaining from the last round were
reported and discussed. The mtry (square root of the predictor‘s number) were 6, 5, and 4 for the first,
second, and third rounds, respectively. The interpretation of the random forest variable importance
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scores is only possible when the number of trees chosen is sufficiently large so that the results produced
with different random seeds do not systematically vary. Thus, we set ntree at 1000 for all iterations.

2.2.3. Spectral Index Acquisitions

The spectral index is a combination of single bands of remote sensing images and a simple,
effective, and reliable form of ground feature characterization. In this study, 30 spectral indices and
6 band values (blue, green, red, near infrared, Short-wave infrared 1, and Short-wave infrared 2)
were evaluated and examined to determine the relationship with forest recovery. The spectral indices
are described in Table 1 below. Note that two-date-based indices (e.g., dNBRI and dNDVI) were
determined to not be suitable for the study because the framework was designed for the year-by-year
sequence of the forest succession stage. In particular, the interpretation of two-date-based indices
is somewhat different to one-date-based indices. One-date-based indices can be directly linked to a
particular forest succession stage, whereas the two-date-based indices generally refer to the change of
the forest from a persistent stage.

Table 1. The spectral indices and equations used in this study.

Abbr. Description Equations

ARVI Atmospherically resistant vegetation index NIR–R×B
NIR+R×B

CTVI Corrected transformed vegetation index NDVI + 0.5
|NDVI + 0.5| ×

√
|NDVI + 0.5|

DVI Difference vegetation index NIR–R

EVI Enhanced vegetation index [16] g
[

NIR–R
NIR+C1×R–C2×B+L

]
, g = 2.5; C1 = 6; C2 = 7.5; L = 1

EVI2 Two-band enhanced vegetation index [17] g
[

NIR–R
NIR+C1×R+L

]
, g = 2.5; C1 = 6; L = 1

GARI Green atmospherically resilient index [18] NIR–(G–(B–R))
NIR+(G–(B–R))

GDVI Green difference vegetation index NIR–G

GEMI Global environmental monitoring index

(
2(NIR2−R2)+1.5NIR+0.5R

NIR+R+0.5

)
×(

1−
[

2(NIR2−R2)+1.5NIR+0.5R
NIR+R+0.5 × 0.25

])
−
(

R−0.125
1−R

)
GNDVI Green normalized difference vegetation index NIR – G

NIR + G

GRVI Green ratio vegetation index [19] NIR
G

GSAVI Green soil-adjusted vegetation index [19]
(

NIR–G
NIR+G+L

)
× (1 + L), L = 0.5

MNDWI Modified normalized difference water index G–SWIR1
G+SWIR1

MSAVI Modified soil-adjusted vegetation index
[
(2NIR+1)–

√
(2 x NIR + 1)2–(8(NIR–R))

]
2

NBRI Normalized burn ratio index [3] NIR – SWIR2
NIR + SWIR2

NDVI Normalized difference vegetation index NIR – R
NIR + R

NDWI Normalized difference water index [20] G – NIR
G + NIR

NDWI2 Normalized difference water index 2 [7] NIR – SWIR1
NIR + SWIR1

NG Normalized green G
NIR + R + G

NNIR Normalized near-infrared NIR
NIR + R + G

NR Normalized red R
NIR + R + G

NRVI Normalized ratio vegetation index
R

NIR – 1
R

NIR + 1
.

OSAVI Optimized soil-adjusted vegetation index [21] (NIR – R)(1 + L)
NIR + R + L , L = 0.16

RVI Ratio vegetation index (simple ratio) NIR
R

SAVI Soil-adjusted vegetation index (NIR−R)(1+L)
NIR + R + L , L = 0.5
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Table 1. Cont.

Abbr. Description Equations

TCB Tasseled cap transformation brightness [22] (B× 0.3561) + (G× 0.3972) + (R× 0.3904) +
(NIR× 0.6966) + (SWIR1× 0.2286) + (SWIR2× 0.1596)

TCG Tasseled cap transformation greenness [22] (B× –0.3344) + (G× –0.3544) + (R× –0.4556) +
(NIR× 0.6966) + (SWIR1× –0.0242) + (SWIR2× –0.2630)

TCW Tasseled cap transformation wetness [22] (B× 0.2626) + (G× 0.2141) + (R× 0.0926) +
(NIR× 0.0656) + (SWIR1× –0.7629) + (SWIR2× –0.5388)

TTVI Thiam’s transformed vegetation index [23]
√
|NIR – R|
NIR + R + 0.5

VARI Visible atmospherically resistant index [24] G – R
G + R – B

VIgreen Vegetation index (green) [24] G – R
G + R

Notations: B = Blue band, G = Green band, R = Red band, NIR = Near-infrared band, SWIR1 = Short-wave infrared
band 1, SWIR2 = Short-wave infrared band 2.

3. Results

The average cumulative ranks were obtained from 500 iterations in third-round RF-VIMP, and the
top 10 predictive parameters are presented in Table 2 and Figure 6. The results based on both MDA
and MDG (Table 2) consistently suggest that SWIR1 (1.55–1.75 µm) and SWIR2 (2.08–2.35 µm) were
the key predictive indicator for forest recovery in the study area, as they usually ranked in the high
rank for all observation years. Almost all parameters achieved identical MDA in the year of the fire
(1987) (Figure 6a, Table 3), because burnt and healthy forest were easy to separate. However, there are
six indices (green band, MNDWI, SWIR1, TCB, TCW, VARI, and VIgreen) that received a 0 value that
are not shown in the results for either MDA or MDG, representing a low discriminative ability when
competing to the other predictors. Based on the RF-VIMP, one year after fire, the NBRI was the most
predictive index. Moreover, NIR and SWIR2 alternated in terms of being ranked first from 4 to 16 years
after the fire.

The tasseled-cap indices gradually increased in rank until reaching the top five ranking in the final
observation year, 20 years after the fire, especially for the TCB and TCW. We introduced the calculation
of the global rank value (GRV) as shown in Figure 6b to assess the predictive value of all parameters
against all observation years excluding the fire year. Consequently, the GRV scores confirmed that
TCW, TCB, and SWIR (both 1 and 2)-based indices were the predictive indicator, followed by the red,
green, and NIR band-based indices, etc. (Figure 6b).
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Table 2. The variable ranks obtained from third-round RF-VIMP for all observation years.

Rank
Fire Year 1 Year after 4 Years after 14 Years after 16 Years after 20 Years after

MDA MDG MDA MDG MDA MDG MDA MDG MDA MDG MDA MDG

1 SWIR2 SWIR2 NBRI NBRI TCW SWIR 2 SWIR 1 SWIR 1 Red SWIR 1 TCB TCB
2 EVI2 EVI2 NDWI2 SWIR2 NDWI2 TCW TCB TCW Green Red NIR NIR
3 NDWI NDWI SWIR2 NDWI2 SWIR 2 NDWI2 TCW TCB TCB TCW DVI SWIR 1
4 SAVI GRVI NNIR NNIR NBRI NBRI NIR SWIR 2 SWIR 1 Green GEMI GEMI
5 GRVI SAVI NRVI EVI2 Blue SWIR 1 GEMI NIR TCW SWIR 2 EVI EVI
6 NIR NIR TCW NRVI SWIR 1 Red DVI MNDWI NIR Blue GDVI DVI
7 CTVI CTVI ARVI TTVI ARVI ARVI SWIR 2 GDVI NRVI TCB SWIR 1 GDVI
8 GEMI GEMI TTVI NDVI Red Green NDWI2 GEMI TTVI ARVI CTVI Green
9 ARVI ARVI NDVI RVI Green Blue GDVI NDWI2 NDVI Vig SAVI Blue

10 NBRI NBRI RVI NR GNDVI TTVI CTVI DVI RVI NIR Green CTVI
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Table 3. The classification accuracy by the RF classifier (ntree = 1000; mtry = 1) of each predictor
against the validating samples of all observed years.

Indices
1 Year after 4 Years after 14 Years after 16 Years after 20 Years after

GRV Ranks *
R * K * R K R K R K R K

SWIR2 2 0.96 1 0.99 2 0.86 2 0.68 6 0.50 2.6 1
SWIR1 33 0.66 4 0.97 1 0.96 1 0.81 1 0.73 8 2
TCW 18 0.88 3 0.99 4 0.83 7 0.43 10 0.40 8.4 3
Red 16 0.91 2 0.99 6 0.70 3 0.62 19 0.28 9.2 4

NDWI2 19 0.87 10 0.92 5 0.75 5 0.51 7 0.43 9.2 5
TCB 36 0.29 6 0.96 3 0.83 4 0.53 2 0.66 10.2 6

NBRI 3 0.94 7 0.96 10 0.46 10 0.31 21 0.25 10.2 7
NIR 32 0.71 17 0.90 7 0.61 6 0.48 4 0.51 13.2 8

NDWI 9 0.93 11 0.91 17 0.23 13 0.29 28 0.19 15.6 9
ARVI 1 0.96 8 0.93 23 0.20 11 0.30 36 0.08 15.8 10
NRVI 8 0.93 12 0.91 18 0.23 15 0.29 26 0.20 15.8 11
RVI 7 0.93 13 0.91 16 0.24 12 0.30 31 0.18 15.8 12

MNDWI 34 0.49 27 0.65 8 0.57 8 0.37 3 0.57 16 13
Green 6 0.93 14 0.91 19 0.23 14 0.29 32 0.18 17 14
TTVI 14 0.92 5 0.97 11 0.35 22 0.23 34 0.16 17.2 15

* R = Rank; K = Kappa accuracy; Ranks are based on based on GRV.

4. Discussion

4.1. Biases in the Importance Value Calculated from the Random Forest Algorithm

The research conducted by Strobl et al. [13] found that, for the Breiman’s random forest method,
the variable importance measures were affected by the number of categories and scale of measurement
of the predictor variables, which are no direct indicators of the actual importance of the variable,
particularly in the genomics and computational biology where both of continuous (i.e., folding energy)
and categorical (i.e., amino acid sequence) predictors appear in the data set. In addition, the original
RF-VIMP should not be used when the potential predictor variables vary in their scale of measurement
or their number of categories. The work also indicates that the Gini importance (referred as MDG in
this study) is more strongly biased than permutation importance (referred as MDA in this study).

To achieve unbiased VIMP values, the conditional variable importance (cforest), which can assess
true impact of each predictor variable, was proposed by Strobl et al. [14]. The cforest is available in
R add-on “party” package [25,26]. However, the results in [13] show that the variable importance
measured from the scaled permutation method of the original RF-VIMP and one from cforest method
shared the identical most-informative variable. This indicates that we can still trust the high-rank
variable from the original RF-VIMP with the scaled permutation method.

The characteristics of the predictors (spectral profiles and indices) used in our study are different.
A notice stated in [13] indicates that the original random forest variable importance measure is not
affected if the predictors are only continuous predictor variables or only variables with the same
number of categories. This is the case for the predictors in our study, since they are actually continuous
variables. Moreover, we used the permutation importance as the main parameter in variable selection.
Please note that the proposed framework in this study is not limited to the Breiman’s RF-VIMP, it is
also suitable for other random forest variable importance measures (i.e., cforest).

4.2. The Random Forest Algorithm vs. Multicollinearity and Spatial Autocorrelation

Multicollinearity refers to the existence of high inter-correlations (near-linear dependencies)
among the independent variables in multiple linear regression analysis. When severe multicollinearity
exists, the following problems may occur [27,28]: (1) small changes in the data can produce significant
changes in the correlation coefficients (more sensitivity); (2) the regression coefficients may have
high standard errors, which affect the significance level of the corresponding independent variable,
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and may have an unreliable magnitude and sign [29]. Spatial autocorrelation implies a lack of spatial
independence; that is, the samples are not statistically independent on one another. When events are
clustered together, we refer to this arrangement as positive spatial autocorrelation. On the other hand,
an arrangement where events are extremely dispersed is referred to as negative spatial autocorrelation.
A potential problem with satellite data is that the spectral profile in neighboring sampling units are
likely to be similar because the satellite pixels are generally smaller than the land cover (i.e., forest fire
areas). This can result in positive spatial autocorrelation which causes problems for statistical methods
that make assumptions about the independence of residuals (a residual is a difference between an
observed and a predicted value) [30–33]. For example, most classical statistical analyses (i.e., ordinary
least squares regression) are based on the assumption that the values of observations in each sample
are independent of one another. The correlation coefficients will be biased, and their precision
inflated [29,34]. Therefore, the effects of multicollinearity and spatial autocorrelation are significantly
severe in the classical statistic methods (especially for regression analysis), and the detection of those
problems should be applied.

Conversely, the above phenomena may not affect the RF-VIMP framework for the following
reasons: (1) the RF algorithm is a fully non-parametric technique, it makes no assumptions about the
data distribution and the residuals of the model [35,36]; (2) The technique is well suited to the analysis
of highly collinear data sets with a very large number of predictor variables and does not assume a
linear relationship between predictor variables [8,15,37,38] and correlated predictor variables [37,39].
Based on these characteristics, the RF has been widely used in many prior studies to assess the
effect of predictor variables on land cover change [40,41]. However, recent research by Millard and
Richardson [12] suggests reporting the spatial autocorrelation level in the RF classification. The RF
classification accuracy’s report would be unclear if the level of spatial autocorrelation in the training
data were not observed. This is the reason why we confirmed the RF-VIMP rank by measuring
the RF classification accuracy of the data from the separate validating data (see also Section 2.1).
The investigation indicates that the classification’s results are consistent with the multilevel RF-VIMP
results (Table 3). Note that the predictive rank from the classification using the separate validating set
was different from the RF-VIMP rank by the following reasons: (1) the separate validating set has a
wide range of fire severity while the fire severity for the data set of RF-VIMP is limited to very high
severity; (2) The parameter mtry in the classification using a single predictor is less than (i.e., mtry=1)
the RF-VIMP framework (i.e., mtry = {6, 5, 4}).

4.3. Variable Importances and Forest Succession

As mentioned above, distinguishing between burnt and healthy forest using satellite data is rather
easy because their histograms are far apart [3]. The results from the system were not only consistent
with previous findings, but also proved that most indices observed in this study can be used for
classification since they had an equal MDA value in the year of the fire. However, the green band,
MNDWI, SWIR1, TCB, TCW, VARI, and VIgreen methods might be inappropriate for classification
in the fire year or have less discriminative ability than the others, as they acquired an MDA of zero.
Most of these methods are not based on the near-infrared band, which is the most essential parameter
for early post-fire monitoring in the first five years after fire [42]. The NIR band is normally affected by
the leaf structure and the red band is affected by chlorophyll, for which the leaf conditions significantly
fluctuate during the early succession process. Consequently, most NIR and red reflectance-based
indices acquired a high ranking in the early post-fire years (Table 2), which conforms to the results
published by Lopez-Garcia and Casselle [43]. The blue band was usually ranked lower because
it is commonly affected by scattered light. For the green band and its related indices, a moderate
relationship with forest succession existed as it remained at the medium rank in almost all observation
years. However, the previous findings revealed that incorporating the green band in the ratio-based
indices improved the prediction of leaf area index (LAI), which is a popular ground-based monitoring
proxy in forest health analysis [44].
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Several studies concluded that incorporating short-wave infrared bands [45] (e.g., NBRI and
NDWI2) to analyze burn severity provides the highest accuracies [46,47]. Post-fire recovery in boreal
larch ecosystems is more strongly correlated with SWIR1-based indices than NIR- and red-based
indices [6]. One of the reasons for this is that SWIR1-based indices are more sensitive to vegetation
structure and are capable of highlighting large dynamic changes [48,49]. Tables 2 and 3 show that
SWIR1 was significant for long-term monitoring after 14 years of recovery.

In conclusion, the results of this study suggest that shortwave infrared bands and their compound
indices are the key predictive variables for burnt forest recovery in the study area. They had
a distinctive GRV value, whereas other compound indices had similar GRV values. Notably,
the importance of the tasseled-cap indices, especially for the TCB and TCW, gradually increased
with the forest succession. In addition to the high discriminatory power of SWIR bands, we suggest
that a new SWIR-based index should be developed as a compound index to provide additional insight
into environmental conditions compared with the pure SWIR bands alone. The results in Table 3
indicate that SWIR bands may be suitable for long-term forest monitoring because they continue to
provide high classification accuracy (in all observation years) to validate samples with a wide range of
fire severity. Additionally, more parameters, in particularly those related to the environment, should
be investigated to confirm our findings.

In this paper, we stopped the process at the third level for two reasons: (1) the variables did not
change their rank, noting that in the top rank, we focused on the top five variables; and (2) we reduced
the number of variables by 10 at each level. Consequently, the process should stop at third-level,
since we had only 36 variables. The proposed multilevel RF-VIMP method can be performed many
times, as it allows the user to determine the level at which it should be stopped. The application of a
multilevel RF-VIMP system may not be limited to representing the spectral indices and burnt forest
recovery relationship, but may also be used as a tool for designing a new index more appropriate for
specific tasks in the future.

5. Conclusions

The multilevel RF-VIMP system is a method for finding relationships in burnt forest recovery
using remote sensing data based on the random forest variable importance algorithm (RF-VIMP).
RF-VIMP uses burnt and healthy forest samples from a single date in the algorithm, finding the mean
decrease in accuracy when a predictor is omitted, whereas the other predictors are fixed. The process
is then repeated for the rest of the predictors. These results represent a loss in accuracy of the predictor
compared with other predictors in the system in terms of discriminative power. For the first time,
we proposed applying the RF-VIMP concept to multidate-series satellite data for a burnt forest area.
The experiment showed that by following the multilevel RF-VIMP scheme, the importance value
not only refers to discriminative ability, but can also be used as a proxy to address the relationship
between predictors (spectral indices) and forest succession. The results based on MDA suggest that
the TCB, TCW, and SWIR bands are the key variables for observing forest succession in the study area,
out of 36 remote sensing parameters. In addition, the proposed method clearly shows the dynamics of
spectral indices as the forest recovers over time. This method is easy to apply and can handle a large
number of predictors at a time. We suggest applying the method to monitor and investigate more
specific parameters such as ground-survey-based indices of environmental conditions.
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